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COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMER
This report is copyright 2011, The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) Bioplastics
Council. All rights reserved.
The participating authors individually or collectively do not necessarily endorse all of the
views, opinions, techniques, processes or advice given in this document. The document is
intended for general information only. Companies or individuals following any actions
described herein do so entirely at their own risk. Readers should bear in mind that due to the
wide variety of companies and organizations involved in the preparation of this publication
and their specific requirements, the views and opinions expressed should not be taken as
specific advice.
The information and examples provided in this document are not necessarily exhaustive or
exclusive and do not claim to satisfy all current regulatory or other legal requirements. This
information is offered in good faith and believed to be technically sound when provided, but
is made without warranty, expressed or implied, as to merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, accuracy, reliability or any other matter.
In publishing and making this document available, SPI, its members and contributors do not
assume any responsibility for the user’s compliance with applicable laws and regulations, nor
do they undertake any professional or other obligation to any persons relying on these
materials for such compliance. SPI disclaims liability for any personal injury, property, or
other damages of any nature whatsoever, whether special, indirect, consequential or
compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the publication, use, or application of, or
reliance on, this document. SPI is not a testing body and does not undertake to guarantee the
performance of any individual manufacturer’s or seller’s products, designs, installations or
services by virtue of issuing this document. Manufacturers, processors, distributors and other
users of this document should consult with their own legal and technical advisors in
complying with applicable laws and regulations.

INTRODUCTION
As companies seek to reduce the environmental impact of their products, it is important to
have a means of communicating environmental impacts down the supply chain. Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA) is the leading methodology for quantifying those impacts, and is becoming
increasingly relevant in the business-to-business and business-to-consumer environments.
However, the LCA methodology as laid out in the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 14040 series of standards is exceedingly complex. What with
allocations, co-products, burdens, embodied energy, and environmental impact categories,
talking with a professional LCA practitioner can make one’s head spin! Furthermore, the
standard is not particularly prescriptive – it leaves a good bit of wiggle room so that the
analysis can and must be tailored to the specific situation at hand.
Business leaders often are called upon to sponsor LCA efforts and to provide business
guidance to the LCA practitioner. In order to be effective in this role, the business leader
needs to understand the methodology at some level of detail. With this paper, we hope to
shorten the learning curve for new LCA sponsors.
We begin with a high level definition of LCA, which is comprised of four phases. Then we
address each phase, providing explanatory comments and practical advice for the sponsor.

LCA DEFINED
LCA is an analytical tool used to comprehensively quantify and interpret the environmental
flows to and from the environment (including air emissions, water effluents, solid waste, and
the consumption/depletion of energy, and other resources), over the life cycle of a product or
process. LCAs should be performed in adherence to the ISO 14040 series of standards. The
four phases of a LCA according to ISO 14040 include:
1. Goal and Scope definition: specifying the reason for conducting the study, intended
use of study results, intended audience, system boundaries, data requirements, and
study limitations.
2. Life Cycle Inventory (LCI): collecting, validating and aggregating input and output
data to quantify material use, energy use, environmental discharges, and waste
associated with each life cycle stage. In other words – the raw data.
3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA): using impact categories, category indicators,
characterization models, equivalency factors, and weighting values to translate the raw
data into potential impact on human health and the environment.
4. Interpretation: assessing whether results are in line with project goals, providing an
unbiased summary of results and validating via third party critical review, defining
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significant impacts, and recommending methods for reducing material use and
environmental burdens.

PHASE 1: GOAL AND SCOPE
EXPLANATORY COMMENTS
As with any project, a well defined goal and scope is critical to success, and it is the business
sponsor’s role to establish those.
When considering the goal, key elements are a) the reason for carrying out the study, b) how
will the results of the study be used, and c) who is the intended audience for the results of the
study. While these may seem self evident, clarity and precision are especially important in a
LCA. Why? Recall that the methodology allows for a good bit of wiggle room, and the goal
will help the LCA practitioner make the right judgment calls.
There are a number of elements that should be included in the scope definition, and we will
discuss some of these in some detail.
1. Product system to be studied.
2. Functions of the product system.
3. Functional unit – this is especially important if you want to compare two not-in-kind
options. For example; liquid laundry detergent in a plastic bottle vs. powdered laundry
detergent in a paperboard box. Since you use different amounts of each to do a load of
laundry, you don’t want the functional unit to be x grams of product. Rather, the
functional unit should be “enough product to do x number of loads of laundry.”
4. System Boundary – cradle-to-gate would include all feedstocks back to the initial raw
materials, through to your factory gate. Cradle-to-grave would extend beyond your
factory gate to any additional value adding conversions through retail to the consumer
use phase and finally disposal.
5. Allocation procedures – this is a complicated topic best left to the LCA professional.
But in layman’s terms, it’s sharing the environmental burden associated with the
inputs and outputs of integrated production process. For example, one of your raw
materials may be a by-product of oil refining, and it doesn’t make sense to burden
your target product with the full environmental impact of oil refining. Alternatively,
you may produce valuable by-products or co-products along with your target product,
and need to allocate the burden between these appropriately. Allocations may be based
on the relative quantity or on the relative value of such co-products.
6. LCIA methodology and types of impacts – are you interested in quantifying nonrenewable energy consumed, greenhouse gas emitted, water, toxicity? Do you want to
roll these up into a single “score” and if so, how do you weight the different impacts?
7. Type of critical review – This follows from your goals for the study. According to the
ISO standard, in order to use LCA data for internal decision-making, or to quantify
improvements over previous LCA results, a “gap assessment” is sufficient. In this, an
independent party reviews the LCA and “pressure tests” the assumptions and estimates,
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especially those which could have significant effect on the results. The reviewer may
perform a sensitivity analysis to help quantify the degree of uncertainty. On the other
hand, if you want to use the LCA results to make comparative marketing claims, a
much more extensive and costly critical review process must be carried out by a
review panel of “interested parties.” Such interested parties may include
representatives from various points in the value chain, competitors, government or
non-government organizations (NGOs), etc. 1 The latter is so arduous that it is
extremely rare.
There are a number of other elements in the scope definition such as data quality and
limitations. Your LCA practitioner will work through these with you.
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR THE SPONSOR
As the business sponsor of a LCA undertaking, your most critical role is to provide guidance
in this phase. It is helpful to clearly articulate just why you want the study and how the results
will be used. For example:








Are your downstream customers asking for the environmental impact of producing the
products that you sell to them? If so, how much detail must you/are you willing to
share? Are there Confidential Business Information (CBI) considerations? Do you
need to have a confidential non-disclosure agreement? What do they want to do with
this information? Does that influence what type of critical review you would need?
Are you hoping to determine if your internal process changes could reduce the
environmental footprint of your own operations? Here CBI is less of a concern. But
since you may be making investment decisions based on these results, you may want
to clarify that the data quality is high enough that you can trust the results. As a rule of
thumb, LCA results generally are only precise to +/- 10% at best,2 due to the number
of assumptions that must necessarily be made. There are a number of methods of
quantifying and reducing uncertainty if required, but this will add time and cost.
Depending on your product group, some types of impacts may be more important than
others. For petroleum-based plastics, water usage is usually not an issue. But for paper
and/or plant-based plastics, water usage in production of the feedstock can be of great
importance.
System boundaries – If part of your product’s value proposition is that it is recyclable
or compostable, the ISO standard includes the possibility to take “partial credit” for
this even within a cradle-to-gate LCA.

Recognize that a LCA is a major undertaking, costing at least tens of thousands of dollars
and/or hundreds of person-hours. Work closely with your LCA practitioner to ensure that the
results, both qualitative and quantitative, meet your business objectives.

1
2

http://www.lca-net.com/publications/critical_review/
http://www.sylvatica.com/resources/ValueOfLCA.pdf – p. 3 “If we believe that LCAs approximate the true
values „to within plus or minus 10%‟ for example (a very confident assumption).”
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PHASE 2: LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY (LCI)
EXPLANATORY COMMENTS
In this phase, the raw data is collected. Your LCA practitioner will work closely with those
who can provide the needed data – plant engineers as well as sourcing, logistics, quality
control, and remediation. The specific goals and scope of your project will determine who
needs to be involved.
Some of the data is obviously relevant – power usage records, amount of product produced,
and yields. Sometimes the data is less obvious, but still critical to a valid analysis. For
example, the environmental footprint of electricity generation varies widely in different
regions, so the location of your plant and the geographical source of your raw materials can be
important. Also, the production of useful co-products is important for your LCA practitioner
to make the right allocation decisions.
The data collection process is also iterative – the LCA practitioner may need to go back to the
data providers for clarification and/or additional information. Often, the LCA practitioner asks
for information that doesn’t jibe with what the data provider usually focuses on. For example,
a sourcing person may think only about the price and availability of a raw material – who
cares where it comes from? But in a LCA, geographic source can be important.
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR THE SPONSOR
Although you as the sponsor are unlikely to be directly involved in the nitty gritty details, you
do have an important role in this phase – supporting the process. The LCA practitioner brings
a way of thinking about the business that may be different to what your organization is
accustomed to. As such, they may push back on repeated requests for information that they
don’t think is relevant. It is your job to help the broader organization understand the business
objectives so they can enthusiastically support, rather than grudgingly comply with, the
process.
Once you’ve completed Phase 1, it may be tempting to just give your LCA practitioner a list
of names and phone numbers to cold-call while you move on to other things. But it is often
worth the investment of your time to hold a formal kick-off meeting with all the stakeholders
at the beginning of this LCI data collection phase; present the goal, scope and objectives;
introduce the LCA practitioner to the organization if necessary; and, have him or her provide
a high level LCA process overview.
You may have another role during data collection – sometimes it turns out that the data
needed to meet the project objectives simply isn’t available, or what is available is unreliable.
If your LCA practitioner raises a flag on this, course corrections are in order. Maybe he or she
needs to look to others in your organization for better data. Or maybe you need work with him
or her to prioritize your objectives to focus on what you can accomplish with the available
data.
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PHASE 3: LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSEMENT (LCA)
EXPLANATORY COMMENTS
In this phase, the raw data collected during Phase 2 (LCI) is “translated” into quantified
impacts in the impact categories that you identified in Phase 1 (Goal and Scope).
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR THE SPONSOR
If Phases 1 and 2 have been done well, your role during Phase 3 should be minimal.
In practice, there is always some overlap between Phases 2 and 3. A skilled LCA practitioner
should be running preliminary impact assessments even while data collection is going on, to
help him or her identify data gaps, identify key uncertainties where better quality data may be
needed, etc. As such, limitations in the data that may jeopardize the ability to meet the study
objectives may be surfaced in either Phase 2 or Phase 3.

PHASE 4: INTERPRETATION
EXPLANATORY COMMENTS
In this phase, the sponsor reviews the findings to determine if they can be used as intended, i.e.
were the project goals met? In this phase it is important to not only consider the numerical
results, but also to understand the key uncertainties, and assumptions.
The third party review would also be carried out in this phase. The third party reviewer’s role
is to verify that the LCA complies with the ISO standard, but more importantly can
independently surface uncertainties, data gaps, and assumptions – especially those that could
significantly affect the results.
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR THE SPONSOR
The sponsor’s role in Phase 4 is at least as important as it is in Phase 1. Here is where you
must make business decisions based on the findings in the LCA, taking into account the
uncertainties. You want to make sure that you can confidently use these findings as intended.
As tempting as it may be to take the numbers at face value, that is entirely inappropriate in a
LCA environment. As noted above, numerical findings of a LCA are typically precise to only
+/- 10% at best. It would not be a good business decision to take action on the basis of a LCA
finding that suggests a 5% reduction!
Furthermore, the ISO standard allows for a great deal of flexibility in the assumptions and
allocations. Therefore it is inadvisable to numerically compare LCA results with those done
by a different party who may have made different assumptions. If necessary, your LCA
practitioner may be able to review the report details and/or talk with the appropriate third
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party reviewers, and to advise on whether this could be a reasonable apples-to-apples
comparison.
And it’s not just the assumptions. There are also quite concrete reasons why LCA results from
different parties can vary quite significantly. One of the biggest effects can be the source of
electricity for the production facility. Changing the source of electricity from coal to natural
gas can swing the greenhouse gas footprint by a factor of two or more.3
Also, production scale can make a difference – typically larger production facilities are more
efficient on a per unit basis. Similarly, technical maturity can play a role. Both of these factors
can unduly “penalize” new technologies, such as biobased polymers, with high footprints. It
can be misleading to compare the per-unit footprint of a new biopolymer made on a pilot
facility in start-up mode to that of a conventional polymer made on world-class scale facilities
enjoying decades of process optimization.
If there’s this much uncertainty, then what good are LCAs? They can be very helpful in
identifying which changes in your operations may have the biggest and most desirable effect
on your operation’s environmental footprint. They can be helpful in generally assessing the
environmental footprint of your operation compared with industry averages where such data
are available. As a reference, a sampling of publicly available databases is provided in
Appendix 1. Overall, LCAs can be very helpful in communicating quantified improvements
you have made in your operations.

SUMMARY
There is a great deal of interest in quantifying the environmental impacts of products and
processes of modern life. A number of brand owners and retailers have put forth big goals
around footprint reduction, and they need a way to measure progress. This often puts pressure
on the supply chains to provide information on the products they provide.
A Life Cycle Assessment is the leading tool, but it is often misunderstood to provide more
certainty than it can actually deliver. One reason is the difficulty and complexity to meeting
the raw data requirements. But perhaps the larger reason is that ISO standard is not as
prescriptive as many believe. The ISO standard intentionally allows for wiggle room, for two
main reasons: (1) so that the standard can be used for a wide variety of industrial practices
from mining to automobile manufacturing to plastic production to food service and beyond
and (2) so that the standard can be applied for a variety of projects with differing scopes and
objectives. What the ISO standard does provide is choices. But it is up to the LCA
practitioner to use his or her best judgment in making these choices, and to the third party
reviewer to advise on those choices.

3

http://giannini.ucop.edu/media/are-update/files/articles/v11n3_3.pdf (See Table 1 in this biofuels example for
the impact of fuel mix)
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In order for the LCA methodology to get closer to being able to deliver what the marketplace
needs, more targeted standards must be developed. These may be targeted a specific industries
or sectors, where a consistent set of optimum choices can be identified and rules codified. The
World Resource Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WRI/WBCSD) are sponsoring a “Product Carbon Footprinting” initiative which begins us
down that path. We still have a long way to go, but at least the market drivers are clear and
industry, governments, and NGOs are working together to meet the challenge. Meanwhile, it
is important that stakeholders are educated on the benefits and limitations of a Life Cycle
Assessment as the methodology exists today.

FURTHER READING


U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Information on LCAs:
http://www.epa.gov/ORD/NRMRL/lcaccess/pdfs/chapter3lca101.pdf



Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_cycle_assessment

APPENDIX 1: EXAMPLE OF PUBLIC LCA DATABASES


American Chemistry Council LCA project (prepared by Franklin Associates):
http://www.americanchemistry.com/s_plastics/sec_content.asp?CID=1930&DID=783
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Ecoinvent Centre – Swiss Center for Life Cycle Inventories: http://www.ecoinvent.ch/



National Renewable Energy Laboratory LCA Information (Prepared by Franklin
Associates, Athena Institute and Sylvatica): http://www.nrel.gov/lci/database/



Plastics Europe: http://lca.plasticseurope.org/index.htm



PRé Consultants (SimaPro LCA Software):
http://www.pre.nl/simapro/inventory_databases.htm#Danish%20IO
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